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Mulch Mavericks
Can synthetic pine straw thrive in a
region blanketed by the natural version?
A Thomasville pair aims to find out.

A

curious landscaping marvel
spreads across southwest Georgia. Described as able to withstand
temperatures from 200° to 40º below
zero and resist fire, wind, and rain,
the newfangled groundcover sounds
like some kind of a space-age parka.
Created from recycled plastic pipes,
film, and bottles, it has a humble mission: to beautify borders by simply
lying there, looking like pine straw.
Known as Textraw, the synthetic
mulching material already graces the
edges of lawns at homes, gardens,
and businesses all over the Thomasville area. Its makers hope to spread
the wiry strands to a much wider universe through garden centers, landscape services, and word of mouth.

Like Snow to Eskimos
Selling synthetic pine straw in a region famously awash with the real
stuff might seem like sure folly or at
least a David-versus-Goliath-scale
struggle. Still, the two friends who
developed Textraw—a textile engineer and a landscaper named, coinci12—georgia living

above: Dave Carvin of Thomasville revels in a pile of Textraw, the long-lasting faux
pine straw he makes from recycled plastic. above, left: The real stuff (left) and the
artificial version both make popular landscaping mulches, but only one lasts for years.

dentally, Dave and David—sensed an
opportunity. At a factory in Hazlehurst, they recycle polypropylene
waste into a useful product, and
everywhere they go, they help clients
cut costs with a long-lasting alternative to natural straw.
Combining the words “textiles”
and “straw,” Textraw refers to the two
substances that sparked Dave Carvin’s
interest seven years ago. That’s when
his Georgia-based textile company,

which made synthetic fibers for water filters, carpets, and other products,
faltered as customers moved overseas. “Our market was shrinking,” he
says, “so I was looking for something
to do with our idled equipment.”
Dave found a very visible solution.
“Everywhere you look around here,
you see pine straw in landscaping,”
he says. “The problem is that you
have to constantly replace it with new
straw, which fades fast and soon
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Gotcha Covered
A 35-pound bale of Textraw costs $43, spreads
as far as two bales of pine straw, and lasts far
longer. For details contact Dave Carvin at
Textraw, (229) 226-4686 or www.synthetic
straw.com. For installation and upkeep in
southwest Georgia, contact David Leach at
TLC Landscape & Maintenance—whose
letters originally stood for “tender loving care”
but now also refer to “Textraw landscape
conversion”—at (229) 672-1116.

Recycled plastic drink bottles become Textraw.

above: For applications where
landowners want great looks but
low maintenance, this longlasting artificial mulch works fine.

decomposes. That gave me the
idea to use our machinery to
turn waste plastic into synthetic
pine straw.”

Teamwork Takes Over
Getting from idea to actual bales
of synthetic straw took time. “I
didn’t know anything about
landscaping,” Dave says. “I just
worked at duplicating something that looked nice.” He
talked about mulch to anyone he
met who knew anything about
it, including David Leach,
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whose TLC Landscape & Maintenance in Thomasville keeps the city’s
famous rose garden in shape.
“When I got that first call from
Dave,” David says, “I thought, ‘fake
straw?’ I was skeptical.” Now he’s enthusiastic and finds practical applications for the stuff. Together they make
an energetic team—Dave the softspoken innovator and David the gregarious, animated, let’s-try-this guy.

Long-lasting Beauty

above: Dave Carvin’s engineering and
David Leach’s landscaping skills
combine to make mulch that even the
renowned Thomasville Rose Garden, an
early Textraw client, appreciates.

Dave now recycles about a million
pounds of plastic waste into Textraw
each month. David uses it to enhance
the curb appeal of clients’ properties.
Textraw’s qualities reach beyond
the superficial. It’s also economical,
the two argue. “With real pine straw,
you have to refresh beds two or three
times a year,” David says. “It gets expensive to buy so much mulch and
pay workers to spread it. Textraw lasts
four years minimum and, in fact, a lot

longer than that. When the sun fades
the exposed side, we just flip it over,
and it’s good for a few more years.”
“Real pine straw is like snack food
to termites,” Dave adds. “If you spread
it near your house, you put out a welcome mat for pests. With synthetic
straw, you withdraw that invitation.”

A Growing Concern
Flowers, shrubs, and other plants
thrive among the faux straw. Water
still reaches roots below, and the
groundcover hinders weed sprouting.
Five years after launching the enterprise, Textraw appears across a growing swath of Georgia as well as in
neighboring states.
David’s wife, Lynn, says she’s
proud of the pair’s innovation. “At first
I didn’t like it,” she says. “I was convinced it would never look quite right.
But they kept working at it. Now I
have it in my yard, no complaints.”
SABRA SNYDER
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